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Convocation Installs New 
65- 66 Student Leaders
Retiring Student Association 
president, Charlene Haykel, in­
stalled the newly elected SA of­
ficers, class officers and co or­
dinators during the 16th Convo­
cation of Rosary Hill College con­
ducted Thursday, April 29 in 
Sacred Heart Academy auditori­
um.
On April 2, the S.A. slate of
tration-student lines presents a 
“ tremendous challenge.” How­
ever, Miss Thurn added that the 
newly elected senate “intends to 
rectify the situation by fostering 
a close co-operation within the 
respective groups.”
The ’65-’66 budget will be 
mapped by S.A. treasurer, Jacque­
lyn Moulin. Miss Moulin charted
MISS CLA U D IA  M. KREGG  
Student Association President
officers was completed with elec­
tees, Libby Kawczynski as vice 
president; Jacquelyn Thurn as 
corresponding secretary an<fr Jac­
quelyn as treasurer. These three 
officers will assist Claudia Kregg 
and Marsha Prorok, president and 
recording secretary, respectively, 
in guiding the S.A. helm during 
the forthcoming academic year.
Libby Kawczynski, vice presi­
dent of the S.A., foresees a stu­
dent government fluid enough to 
mobilize its facilities to adjust 
to any immediate individual 
needs as they present themselves 
In surveying the demands of her 
forthcoming position, the junior 
history major commented that the 
vice president primarily “must 
give impulse but not dictate.”
Miss Jacquelyn Thurn cupped 
the office of corresponding sec­
retary from fellow English major 
Marlene Faber. In a campaign 
s y m b o l i z e d  by a “Climb High 
With Jackie” theme featuring an 
elf scaling masses of vined leaves, 
Miss Thurn asserted that the ap­
parent stagnancy in communica­
tion within the faculty-adminis-
her campaign in green and gold 
banners and stressed that “This 
office requires more than know­
ing how to blance books; it ne­
cessitates being enthusiastic, prac­
tical and creative.”
Class officers for the ’65 ’66 
scholastic year were voted into 
office at the April 6 class meet­
ings.
Spearheading the prospective 
sophomore class will be Nancy 
Weyland. As a member of the 
freshman class, Nancy is present­
ly president of that class. Nancy- 
will be assisted by sophomore 
class senior Carol Sinot and Dan- 
uelle Morsheimer; vice president, 
Claire Arnold; secretary, Sharon 
D’Ambtosio; and treasurer, Maria 
Costello.
The Class of ’67 voted Donna 
Geary into the presidency of the 
Junior Class. Miss Geary, a soph­
omore English major, was a Sen­
ator on the ’64-’65 senate. Com­
pleting the Junior offices are sen- 
ors, Susan Morrison and Eliza­
beth Bruso; vice president, Mar­
guerite Battaglia; secretary, Jo- 
(Cont’d on P. 4)
National Poetry Honor 
Received By R.H. Junior
A poem submitted on an im­
pulse brought unexpected but 
welcome results for Ann Marie 
Bernardowicz, Class of 1966. Act­
ing on a notice in The Ascent, 
she forwarded her work, which 
was among 30,000 others, cre­
ations of the men and women 
of the leading colleges of the 
country, to the National Poetry 
Press for its Spring Anthology. 
Much surprised at her own suc­
cess, Ann Marie, a music major, 
has shown an aptitude for rhythm 
and idea in her poem entitled 
“Look to Tomorrow,” printed 
below. The poem will appear in 
the Spring issue of the Anthology 
of College Poetry. (D. Hartman, 
ed., National Poetry Press; $2.)
L IS T E N  TO TOMORROW
Listen to a child’s cry and you 
will hear
the frightening voice of to­
morrow.
Listen to a child’s giggle and you 
will hear
the laughing voice of tomor­
row.
Listen to a child’s sigh and you 
will hear
the panting gasp of tomorrow. 
Listen to a child’s breath and 
you will hear
the beating pulse of tomorrow. 
Listen to a child’s song and you 
will hear
the comforting love of tomor­
row.
by
Ann Marie Bernadowicz ’66
Graduates Reunited 
At First Annual 
R.H.C. Homecoming
The clang of spoons and the 
clatter of dishes was effectively 
drowned by fevered conversation 
as topics covering everything 
from Master’s degrees to the price 
of diaper service were expanded 
and illuminated. Approximately 
seventy w o m e n  remembered 
again their attendance at Rosary 
Hill College and recounted in 
as many words but as little time 
as possible, their lives following 
their graduation day. Some had 
not seen their friends for as many 
as thirteen years.
What is it? Of course, it’s Ro­
sary Hill’s first annual Homecom­
ing and Reunion weekend, April 
30 to May 2. With Mary Kay Pop- 
penberg (‘61) heading a whirl­
wind of activities for the return 
of the graduates, the Homecom­
ing proved to be a memorable 
success for all concerned. Work­
ing with Mary Kay on the Home­
coming committee were Bonnie 
Mayer (’61), Pat Crowley Hood- 
maker ( ’53), and Ann Reagan 
(’63), listed on announcements 
as the “Fabulous Four.”
Friday’s main event brought 
the faculty and graduates to the 
Alumnae Lounge for a reunion- 
reception. Saturday morning’s 
campus tours were succeeded by 
a punch party and graduate re­
ception in Lourdes Hall, where 
the new officers were installed. 
Elected earlier in the day were 
President, Mrs. Oliver L. Pop- 
penberg; Vice-President, Miss 
Kathleen Kearns; Secretary, Miss 
Bonita Mayer and Treasurer, Miss 
Antoinette Paterniti. Alumnae 
fund receipts amounting to $7,- 
416.00 were also presented at this 
time.
At the evening program in 
Duns Scotus Hall, a reception and 
reunion dinner, Sr. Georgia, 
O.S.F., was awarded the Great 
Teacher Award, and Miss Joyce 
Fink was the recipient of the Out­
standing Alumnae Award. Sunday 
morning’s BrUnch in the cafete­
ria was preceeded by Mass in 
Marian Social Room. The closing 
event was the faculty forum 
given by Sr. Georgia, Sr. Angela, 
Sr. Marita, and Mr. Barresi, who 
discussed the past, present, and 
future of Rosary Hill College in 
a new' dialogue, followed by a 
question and answer period.
Members of the ten-year (Class 
of 1955) and five-year (Class of 
1960) reunion groups, as well as 
representatives of other classes 
were most enthused about their 
contribution to the $1 million de­
velopment fund for the expan­
sion of the college, groundbreak­
ing for which will take place on 
May 16. In all, the graduates 
were treated to the view of their 
alma mater today and tomorrow, 
as well as a happy reunion anil 
homecoming.
MAY CROWNING
Sunday, May 9, at 7 p.m. in 
Marian Social Room.
— academic attire 
— voluntary attendance 
— no rosary chain 
— scripture readings, hymns 
— coronation and rosary 
— Benediction
Moving Up Day at Rosary Hill 
College dawned unusually sunny 
and bright for 1965, though a 
stiff wind added the usual chill 
to the air and the usual difficulty 
for the white-gowned queen and 
her court.
The MUD Convocation, held 
this year in Sacred Heart Acad­
emy was h i g h l i g h t e d  by the 
crowning of Miss Barbara Connors 
as reigning queen. Miss Connors 
was attended by Miss Elizabeth 
Papa, Suzanne Cole, Jean Gilmar- 
tin, and Kathleen Lagano.
Charlene Haykel, ex-Student 
Association President, addressed 
a memorable speech to the stu­
dent body, after which she relin 
quished her position gratefully 
to Claudia Kregg, Student Asso­
ciation President for 1965-66.
The Senate members for the 
next year were installed, as were 
the organization officers.
The Student Education Asso­
ciation of New York (SEANYS) 
was honored as the club demon­
strating the most activity and 
progress, both in relation to it­
self and in relation to the entire 
student body. Accepting the 
award for the organization was 
Miss Ann Baker, president.
Sister M. Angela O.S.F., Presi­
dent of the College, accepted the 
Carnival Night proceeds from 
Miss Mary Claire Ansteth, chair­
man of the autumn event. The 
check, the product of the an­
nual united student effort, rep­
resented $4736.36 for use toward 
the future buildings on campus.
Sister M. Angela, in expressing 
her gratitude to the students, 
mentioned the erecting of the 
a d d i t i o n  to Duns Scotus Hall, 
which will begin this spring.
The date for the groundbreak­
ing ceremonies, May 16, was of-
à
MISS BARBARA A. CONNORS
— Courtesy ot Buffalo Evening News
ficially confirmed. All were in­
vited to attend the proceedings.
The Convocation was followed 
by the Sacrifice of the Mass in 
St. Benedict’s.
The rest of the day was a typ­
ical Moving Up Day — a strong 
chill in the air, horns blowing, 
blowing (apart at times) the 
floats — the cars — the stream­
ers — and the award for the fin­
est float.
The award went, for the sec­
ond year in a row, to the Class 
of 1967, for their representation 
of the Mad Tea Party of Alice in 
Wonderland. The float carried 
the theme of “It’s A Mad, Mad, 
Mad, Mad, Mad . . .” to its most 
decorated extent. The other floats 
represented the madness of the 
Chinese atomic bomb, adding a 
slightly sombre tone to the theme, 
and the guitar-strumming “Jolly 
Green Giant.”
President Projects Ends
Many excellent programs have been initiated and 
established this year on our campus. Much has been 
accomplished in many fields of student concern. For 
a year of leadership provided by our Executive Board 
and Senate we are sincerely grateful. The fruits of their 
endeavors will be evident to us and to our successors for 
months and years to come. To my predecessor, Char­
lene Haykel, particular and personal thanks must be 
expressed. Her initiative, enthusiasm, the perseverance 
toward all campus activity has been inspiring. She and 
her Board and Senate have set a pace which we shall 
endeavor to encompass and surpass. On behalf of the 
Senate and Activity Board ’65-’66 and the entire stu­
dent body, I thank you.
The aims, goals and concerns of our newly installed 
Senate and Boards were outlined to you at Convocation. 
Let me reinterate them again:
1. It shall be my goal to lead these bodies of gov­
ernment to a sensitive awareness and understanding of 
our students’ needs, goals and problems.
2. 1 shall put forth every effort to lead this Execu­
tive body and Senate in a course of constructive, planned 
agitation: agitation in areas where we may never have 
been before, but as students have every right to be.
And from these two points we shall direct ourselves 
in the coming months to definite decision-making pol­
icies and programs through which our concerns and 
convictions as a student community can be expressed 
and made felt. W e shall exhaust every possibility and 
channel to accomplish these ends.
Optimistic in our plans, concrete in our programs, 
sensative in our functioning, and positive in our view we 
require your active participation, unrelenting support, 
and sincere and honest reception of all the above, in 
order that we may succeed.
I sincerely hope that you will view my office as 
one dedicated to an open and objective representation 
of you as individual students and you as the student 
community.
Sincere best wishes to the Seniors for all their fu­
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Policy to Be Presented
May is a time of newness, especially on the Rosary 
Hill Campus. A new Student Association has taken 
office ; classes, clubs, and organizations have elected 
new leaders. And from each of these agencies evolve 
new ideas and, most important, new policies.
These policies incorporate the purpose of the organ, 
its objectives, and, in general, the means by which these 
objectives will be realized. The policy, then, becomes 
the guideline of the organ, the criteria by which the 
organ is able to judge itself.
The policy fo The Ascent is set up each year by the 
incoming editor and her editorial board. It is not a 
permanent policy, nor is it a written one. Therefore, it 
is .not a definite guide which can be referred to by 
either the editorial staff nor the readers in judging the 
newspaper. It is a transient thing, as it now exists, and 
as it has always existed, on this campus. The policy of 
The Ascent as it now stands is open to attack and mis­
interpretation. It has proved insufficient to the increas­
ingly vital communication link it represents.
Throughout this semester it has been stated that 
The Ascent has not “said anything.” This criticism, 
as all criticism, must be offered according to a norm. 
And in this case that norm should be a written policy, 
stating what the purpose of the paper on this campus 
is, what The Ascent is actually meant to say. If then the 
paper does not live up to that purpose, the criticism is 
valid, and can be constructive in increasing the effec­
tiveness of this organ.
During this first semester of my editorship, it has 
been my purpose as set up in January by the editorial 
board, to provide Thè Ascent as a channel for an initia­
tor of student thought, to be a communicative link among 
students, faculty, administration, and other colleges.
If in this attempt we have failed, then it is up to 
the entire College Community to correct the situation. 
If in the attempt we have succeeded in part, we are 
grateful. But in either case, this assumed, working 
policy has not been sufficient to our need. Rosary Hill 
has grown, and her ideas have reached greater propor­
tion. If these ideas are to be channeled through the 
organ of the paper, then they must be channeled ac­
cording to a definite norm of the same proportion. And 
that norm is to be a definite, detailed, written policy, to 
be presented to the contributors and readers of The 
Ascent in the Fall.
It is hoped that through this policy The Ascent will 
become a more vital, effective, and efficient agency of 
the Rosary Hill Campus. It is hoped that through this 
policy a more active concern in the paper on the part of 
the entire student-faculty body will evolve, promoting 
constructive criticism and recommendations. It is hoped 
that through this policy The Ascent will truly be a paper 
representative of the ideas and ideals of Rosary Hill 
College.
J. L. L.
The Ascent reserves the right to publish any article 
governed by the dictates of law and good taste. The 
opinions published are not necessarily those of the 
members of the college community, but they respect 
the right of these opinions to be presented.
The Ascent is published bi-weekly by the students of Rosary 
Hill College, 4380 Main Street, Buffalo, New York 14226.
Janice L. Lennon 
Editor
Elizabeth J. Bruso Susan A. Mauri
Assistant Editor News Editor
Sandra Tucci Marcia A. Prorok
Business Manager Staff Manager
Staff of The Ascent: Claire Arnold, Jane Barone, Ann Marie 
Bernadowicz, Cathy Carey, Vicky Carr, Ginny Caton, Pat 
Donovan, Maureen Ferron, Barb Fontana, Phyllis Friscia, Donna 
Geary, Sandra Gurowicz, Pat Hoftiezer, Anne Leary, Ann 
Mahoney, Maureen Martin, Susan Morisson, Peggy Mount, 
Irene Rados, Sandra Swerton, Diane Vath, Nancy Weyland, 
Linda Young, Mary Ann Zubler
Letters to the Editor
Prattle and "Parking" Protested Results Published?
Dear Editor:
In the past four semesters that 
I have studied at RHC, I feel that 
constructive criticism concerning 
student use of the libray must 
be voiced.
On numerous occasions I have 
become disgusted and discour­
aged by students gossiping and 
socializing in Marian Library. The 
quiet atmosphere in the library 
has been invaded by a crowded 
hub of students interested only 
in passing time between classes.
The constant stream of students 
shuffling their feet and the buzz 
of student “small talk” is a con­
stant distraction for students who 
come to the library to study seri­
ously.
Another annoyance is the use 
desks located at various places 
within the stacks. Certain stu­
dents tend to park their belong-
Article Clarified
Dear Editor:
Since I do not type and my 
writing is difficult to decipher I 
asked your representative to let 
me have the first draft of the 
comments an Ionesco I wrote for 
you three weeks ago.
Not hearing from her I thought 
the article had been dropped and 
I was quite surprised to see the 
text in the last i s s u e  of the 
Ascent. What a mess!
The French titles are hardly 
recognizable and some of the 
other mistakes make the quota­
tions meaningless.
The soprano is not bold, but 
bald.
The feeling is not epocolyptic 
(what does that mean?) but apo­
calyptic.
The hero of “Le Rhinoceros” 
is Beranger.
I only hope nobody read it! 
Please do not do it again.
Paule F. Hennin
P.S. It is true to say that Ionesco 
might prefer it the way you did 
it!
ings on the desks and leave the 
desks for an hour or so. This ac­
tion probably is a guarantee for 
the student that a desk will be 
available for their use on their 
return. At the same time it de­
prives another student the use 
of the desk. Is this fair?
From my experiences, I would 
suggest that either the library 
personnel or the student govern­
ment consider the following:
1. designation of certain tables 
in the rear as serious “study 
areas” to avoid the noise of the 
doors, etc.
2. initiation of a policy of strict 
enforcement of silence.
3. investigation of the “ ghost 
users” of the desks in the stack 
area.
I can only add that as future 
professional women, the young 
women of RHC should be aware 
of the limited study area, coop­
erate in maintaining a suitable 
place for study, and discourage 
the abuse of the library’s facili­
ties.
K. L„ E. J. ’67
Construction Begins
Msgr. Leo Hammerl, Super­
intendant of schools for the 
diocese of Buffalo, will be on 
campus Sunday, May 16, to 
officiate at ground breaking 
csremonies for the extension 
of Duns Scotus. The ceremony 
will begin at 3 p.m. Scheduled 
for Monday, May 10 at 4 p.m., 
is the blessing of the apart­
ments. Further information 




I wish to thank all the workers 
and members of the 300 Club who 
supported the Mission Club proj­
ect. Thanks again.
Mary Alice Regan 
President, Mission Club
Dear Editor:
The election results of the Stu­
dent Association officers have 
now been made known to the 
students, but all we know are 
the names of the winners.
Since we use voting booths and 
have political campaigns, why 
not go all the way and have a 
real democratic vote by publish­
ing the factual results of the 
election?
Many students at Rosary Hill 
were genuinely interested in the 
campaigns and are still interested 
in how their candidate made out 
whether winner or loser.




Is there a logical reason why 
the f a c u l t y  are made to sit 
through our Moving Up Day Con­
vocation? I am sure they all 
could have found some better way 
to .use their time (possibly correct­
ing papers and our tests) rather 
than sitting through the crown­
ing of the Queen, which means 
a great deal to us and nothing to 
them, and the installing of the 
new Student Senate members— 
I’ll bet they would rather see 
them in class a few times—and 
other student-centered rituals of 
MUD.
They appeared bored at the 
Convocation, and there is no good 
reason why they shouldn’t have 
been.
A Student







For loaning us 2 cars for MUD 
CARO L, BARBARA  
AND PASSEN G ERS  
Stop In and 




ORDER N O W !! fo r. . 
SPRING DELIVERY!!
Presenting America’s slowest fastback.
There are some new cars around with very streamlined 
roofs.
But they are not Volkswagens.
They are called fastbacks, and some of them are named 
after fish.
You can tell them from Volkswagens because a VW 
won't go over 72 mph. (Even though the speedometer shows 
a wildly optimistic top speed of 90.)
So you can easily break almost any speed law in the 
country in a VW.
GRANVILLE ‘MOTORS, INC.
1500 Niagara Falls Blvd.
Please send me your free illustrated brochure and price list. 
Name __________________ _
Address _____ !_____ ___________
City ------------- -------------------------  Z o n e _____ State
And you can cruise right past gas stations, repair shops 
and tire stores.
The VW engine may not be the fastest, but it's among 
the most advanced. It's made of magnesium alloy (one step . 
better than aluminum). And it's so well machined you may 
never add oil between changes.
The VW engine is cooled by air, so it can never freeze 
up or boil over.
It won't have anything to do with water.
So we saw no reason to name it after a fish.
| GRANVILLE MOTORS, INC.
V O L K S W A G E N  rift
, 1500 Niagara Falls Blvd.
. Just North of Boulevard Mall. opp. Twin Fair AUTH0RI2©
1 DCALEI
• Phone 836-4600
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Tribute Ottered: Graduates Must Choose One Road
To The Class of 1965
What makes the visit good and the three other 
guests glad is the old guest: him— that one over there, 
sixty-five— he stayed a good stay; long enough, yet not 
too long. He watched for the arrival of the other three, 
who came one at a time, and helped him keep his vigil.
Soon the vigil will end for him, and he must leave 
his familiar place, which, before he came was just a 
furnished place, but after he came and stayed, became 
a favorite place: it took what he gave it and welcomed 
him.
It’s not really a sanctuary, for it does not hide and 
is not hidden. No. It’s a plastic place, adapting and 
adopting shapes— the mind dimensions of the guests.
The old guest is still here— in this his favorite place. 
He moves with the three other guests— talking and doing 
words and things. The three guests watch him, for one 
day they will be in his place, each of them will be an 
old guest. The three guests approach him, for they 
are curious and he does not seem to mind. The guests 
discover him —  his secret essence, the clue to his exist­
ence. Then they know him; but by the time they do, 
it is time for him to move on.
Yes, time makes even guests go, especially if they 
are old. Time is what man measures. Clocks and calen­
dars are servants of time. But time also measures man. 
Man listens to the tick of the clock and crosses out the 
days on the calendar. What he does when he hears the
tick or when he makes the mark--------that is how time
measures man.
The old guest hears the tick. He has made his mark. 
Sixty-five turns away from the other three guests. Soon 
the visit must end.
T h in k  B a ck  . . .
To That Year Gone By
What adjective could adequate­
ly describe your freshman year? 
Awesome? Awful? What deep, 
metaphysical thoughts pervaded 
your consciousness, senior, as 
first you entered that big blond 
building on Main Street near Eg- 
gert? Was your state of nirvana 
shattered by the intellectual name 
born by that building — Duns 
Scotus?
There was orientation, where 
each freshman pledged herself to 
four years of concentrated labor 
in the field of academic endeavor. 
(A pledge regretfully recalled at 
the reception of those initial mid­
term reports). Sister Paula and 
Sister Georgia equipped with the 
results of those personality tests 
encouraged intellectual pursuit 
while the pursuit of marital sta­
tus remained steadfastly in the 
background: (A factor to be reck­
oned with at a more mature agfe. 
Nineteen, maybe?)
Orientation was followed, log­
ically, by initiation to class work. 
And what innocent, impression­
able young thing would not be 
spellbound by the vision of her­
self as a virtual personification 
of the feminine mystique? Mr. 
Kerr certainly made the idea 
sound enthralling. But four years 
in the Hallowed Halls of the Hill 
would ascertain whether or not 
any of you potential “mystiquists” 
actually reached your goal. Well?
These,, the days of novelty and 
niavete, of intellectual and pseu­
do-intellectual philosophical dis­
cussions, of sweetness and light 
(you will pardon the cliche) be­
came days of mass hysteria as 
exam time approached. And why, 
dear freshman, the apprehensive 
glance at your English instructor 
as he passed you in the corridor? 
Could it be that you had not set 
eyes upon the gentleman for five 
weeks? (give or take a week). 
And what about the blase “I don’t 
care” attitude conducive to peace 
of mind for the nervously twitch­
ing freshman? Surely there is a 
psychological concept to cover 
that problem. Unfortunately the 
a v e r a g e  Psych Concentrator 
hadn’t quite made it to that sec­
tion of the book.
And did you senior, run to your 
mailbox at the fateful hour only 
to discover that Mother had al­
ready received that piece of paper 
the contents of which would re­
main for all eternity upon your 
record? Well, if you are reading 
this now, you must have at least 
made it by the skin of your 
teeth.
For the group of depressed 
freshmen, which the administra 
tion correctly assumed included 
every freshman, there were bi­
semester sessions with Sister Cle- 
tus. “And how are you doing, 
dear?”
If you raised that F to D or that 
D to a C, you may have on Mov­
ing Up Day found yourself a 
Sophomore . . . did you really 
miss freshman year, anyway?
Remember When You Could Find the Notices?
As They Embark On Last College Days
“Two roads diverged in a wood, 
and sorry I could not travel 
both. I took the one less traveled 
by and that made all the differ­
ence.” Surely the immortal voice 
of Robert Frost that has echoed 
and reechoed through the years, 
might well have been describing 
the precipse upon which the Se­
nior Class of Rosary Hill College 
will stand on Sunday, May 30, he 
might well have been speaking 
of that single moment, Com­
mencement 1965.
This commencement, however, 
that sacred “one single moment” 
of actual graduation, the moving 
upward and outward is in essence 
a process, of an even more sacred 
experience begun perhaps in a 
“wood” which has now come to 
make “all the difference.”
Courage As
Now in late autumn . . .
Look, on my old . . .
Rubbish heap . . .
Blue morning glory.
TA IG I
Late autumn for the seniors, 
a rubbish heap of class notes 
that must now be translated into 
comprehensive unity for the 
final endurance test. And the 
blue morning glory—that count 
down day of graduation.
See what I have learned in col­
lege—to live symbolically. But 
I have been told by my elders 
that all this is unreal and I have 
yet to meet life on its terms, a 
worse fate unknown to man. It 
will be a traumatic sensation of 
confrontation with an unfriend,- 
ly world bent on crushing . my 
college-found individuality, a so­
ciety wrapped in tedious, circum­
stantial play that can leave me 
something less than human. But 
before leaving my hallowed halls 
of ivy I have several questions 
to ask. They all begin with: What 
could be worse than . . .
Four hourlies the week before 
finals . . .
Eight activity reports for one 
coffee hour . . . '
A paper on “The Eating Habits 
of the Hope Indians” . . .
Finding out that horrible 
course counted one large zero 
towards graduation . . .
An Easter Vacation spent as a 
paleface typing your thesis . ....
An unforseen scholarship cut 
that leaves you a part-time stu­
dent, full-time employee . . .
Finding out finals must be 
taken along with Comps . .
Paying $26 in tickets to ex­
perience the thrill of being a 
Senior . . .
Eating something called beef 
bean soup on a stomach left 
over from a lost weekend .
Finding out that some of those 
“apathetic students” you’ve been 
converting are more productive 
than you are and the others 
couldn’t care less . . .
“Committing yourself” so thor-
On Saturday, May 1st, the Se­
niors spent one of their now 
“ numbered” days at the tradition­
al Alumnae Graduation Recep­
tion at 12:30 in Lourdes Dining 
Room. At this annual luncheon 
the Seniors along with their new­
ly elected Alumnae officers were 
be formally inducted into the 
Rosary Hill College Alumnae As­
sociation. Sister M. Angela Q.S.F. 
was be guest speaker and was 
presented with a check from the 
A n n u a l  Alumnae Association 
Fund.
On May 28 the graduation can­
didates will unite at the Bac­
calaureate Mass at which the hon­
orable Bishop Benincasa will de­
liver the sermon.
The sun in many literary cir­
cles has traditionally been sym­
You Go Forth
oughly that you should commit 
yourself to an asylum . . .
Discovering that smoking isn’t 
normal but an oral-fixation with 
suicidal tendencies . . .
Learning why marriage is pos­
sibly the worse possible fate you 
can choose (or fall into) . . .
And finally: finding that the 
above list is a compilation of 
meaningless small complaints 
which have small relevance to the 
over-all learning process that 
should culminate in the recog­
nition of trivialities for what 
they are.
Griping might be defined as 
a method of letting off steam, 
never thought of by Fulton. But 
as the dust settles, as the thesis 
is completed (almost), as com­
prehensive takes hold, and as 
the year nears its end, the pic­
ture of college, your place in it 
and forecoming place out of it 
takes form.
bolic of life, and now that the 
senators will be embarking on a 
new life it is only fitting that 
the sun rise ceremony be in­
cluded among their cherished 
memories. And so it will be on 
May 27 at which the old sun will 
take on a new and personal mean­
ing for each senior on which it 
casts its first rays.
The end of the beginning will 
be Sunday, May 30 at 3:30 p.m. in 
Kleinhans Music Hall. Cardinal 
Laurean Ragumbwa, an African 
cardinal will deliver the com­
mencement address and will be 
granted an Honorary Doctor of 
Laws Degree. The conferring of 
degrees, the presentation of the 
President’s Medal, the granting 
of honors and honorary degrees 
will all be a part of this culmina­
tion of efforts. As the final grad­
uate receives her diploma; as she 
leaves Kleinhans, the Music Hall 
will be still and quiet; the sun 
will set that day, Sunday, May 30, 
1965 as it has in the past, but this 
time it will not be setting for the 
Class of ’65, for they have seen 
it rise and it will continue to 
Rise, Ascend, Climb the Heights 
for them as they travel the road 
less traveled on.
Recognition of the over-all 
thought provocation and ideal 
formation may possibly be the 
most important knowledge gained 
from college life.
And, in spite of the cautioning 
word of those who have met 
the “brutal” world, one should 
be able to leave the protection 
of academic life and meet the 
world on his own terms, adjust­
ing only while creating.
CLASSIFIED
H ELP  W ANTED  
POSITIONS TO BE F IL L E D :  
Art: coloring book colorer, re­
quirements: must be able to 
fly a kite.
Biology: Researcher needed to 
find “fountain of youth” ne­
cessary guinea pigs for, experi­
ments provided.
Economics: economist needed to 
handle capital and funds, con­
tact Rosary Hill President. 
Education: show and tell director 
needed.
History and Government: trainee 
needed for high government 
position, officially take over 
office about 1990; nice white 
home included.
Medicine: replacements for Doc­
tors Kildare and Casey.
Math: mathematician needed to 
paper factory; must be able to 
count K l e e n e x  tissue in a 
count to 400 (for the big box 
you know).
Business: someone to check on the 
economists.
Outgoing SA President
Probes Idea of Time
On this occasion, which so embodies the spirit of 
time in its concept of moving up, can we realize it is 
this very concept that has diverted our attention and 
efforts to a realm outside of ourselves when we should 
be so vitally concerned with the realm within? Can we 
admit that it has stopped us from doing so many things 
which we simply must in order to attain a victory over 
time, that is, the possession and free control over our 
own forces for growth.
A popular song can plea that “ there’s a time for us, 
somewhere a time for us . . .” but we cannot. Because 
for us, there will never be a time “ somewhere” . . . 
anywhere. We know that the dynamism of time is with­
in us or it is not at all. The sense of timelessness is 
about us, or we stagnate in side paths that seem never 
to reach a main road, or never to seek one.
I speak for the Seniors when I say that my time 
at Rosary Hill College, that is, the opportunity for 
growth that it has offered me, has come to an end. It 
is my best wish for Rosary Hill and its Student Associa­
tion that here, people will always be willing to trigger 
the dynamism of their forces toward a sight, hopefully 
a singlfe sight; and that Rosary Hill will always repre­
sent a main road that cannot be mistaken.
Charlene Haykel
Among Those of *65
Some will ride dolphins 
and skim the sea mist, 
knowing the vapor seed 
of clouds at conception.
Some will knife currents
and slice the swell surges 
sharing the life rhythm 
of nature in love.
Others will wade ripples
and tread the tepid shallows.
Still others sit granitic 
and stare with arid gaze.
But, some dolphins will be ridden
And their riders will know and fly.
Suzanne D. Cole, ’66
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Reprinted from Catholic Worker
Former R H  Student Writes of Selma March
Student Leaders
By N ICO LE D'ENTREM ONT
Southern trees bear a strange 
fruit
Blood on the leaves and blood 
at the root
Black body swinging in the 
Southern breeze
Strange fruit hanging from the 
poplar trees.
So Billie Holiday sang in the 
late 1930’s, and the song tolled 
in its measure a knell of every 
Negro in the South. It recounted 
the uneventful murder, the un­
ceremonial death and pictured 
the body hanging "for the crows 
to pluck and the wind to suck." 
But now, thirty years later, there 
are other songs alive in the 
South, and these songs rang 
springtime into Selma, Alabama. 
Songs like “We Shall Overcome,” 
“Oh Freedom,” and “We Shall 
Not Be Moved” ; these are the 
songs that sing of the South 
today.
I arrived in Selma along with 
Sean Calloway, an artist who 
works for Nativity parish, in New 
York, on Thursday, March 18th, 
about nine in the morning. Tom 
Cornell, who had been down 
since Tuesday, met us at the bus 
station and walked us to Good 
Samaritan Hospital where he was 
staying. He looked tanned but 
rather tense as he told us about 
the safe and unsafe places in 
Selma. Just the day before, Tom 
and some thirty priests, minis­
ters and rabbis had been arrest­
ed for attempting to picket May­
or Joseph T. Smitherman’s home.
At Good Samaritan Hospital we 
were greeted warmly and given a 
good breakfast. The hospital was 
housing many of the demonstra­
tors and even had a series of 
rooms sectioned off called “ecu­
menical hall” where people could 
stay.
Most people were being housed 
by the families who lived in the 
Negro community, and Sean and 
I decided to go there. We went 
to Brown Chapel, signed in and 
were given the name of a fam­
ily with whom we could stay. I 
stayed with Mr. and Mrs. Ed­
ward Bell and their five girls. 
In the past few weeks of dem­
onstrations the Bells had housed 
15 people. Somehow when we 
hear the term Southern hospi­
tality we are apt to think of pre- 
bellum glory in colonnade and 
white; that, of course, was not 
the case in Selma. The only 
place the visiting white folk 
were safe was in the Negro com­
munity, and their hospitality was 
not that of the gallant flourish 
but of unaffected, warmth and 
ease, as easy as the sharing of a 
late afternoon cup of coffee.
After I was settled I walked 
over to Brown’s Chapel, where 
James Orange, field representa­
tive for the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference in Selma, 
was holding an orientation ses­
sion for newcomers. Orange is 
a burly fellow who wears the 
grassroots dungaree uniform of 
the civil-rights movement and 
speaks in a hoarse drawl: “My 
name’s James Orange and I work 
for the King Construction Com­
pany. We’re in the process of re­
building the South.” Then the
N ICO LE D'ENTREM ONT
songs take over and the clap­
ping hands and the serious talks 
and the indomitable rally to over­
come. The orientation included 
an announcement that we were 
going to march on the City Hall 
next morning at 10:00 and hold 
a brief prayer meeting to pro­
test the arrest of the thirty- 
some ministers and laymen the 
day before.
There were always people mill­
ing around Brown Chapel; it 
was home base and everyone felt 
comfortable there. It was the 
place you went to if you wanted 
to hear of new plans and de­
cisions. Every night there was a 
mass meeting, and clerics of all 
faiths took to the pulpit and 
spoke freely on what they felt 
was the moral issue of the mo­
ment. I heard the comment that 
this was perhaps the greatest 
single massing of clergy since 
(Cont’d on P. 6)
Intercollegiate Action 
Plans Combined 1966 
Moving Up Weekend
A new and exciting idea is 
now in its planning stages. Next 
year, Rosary Hill, D’Youville, and 
Canisius College will sponsor a 
joint Moving-Up-Day Weedend.
Nancy Amodeo, Marguerite 
Panapinto, Marguerite Battaglia 
and Kathleen Zahm have been 
Rosary Hill’s representatives to 
the planning sessions. The pack­
aged weekend is to include a 
Friday night dance at the Con­
necticut Street Armory With the 
music provided by the Glenn 
Miller Band. A top entertainment 
group on Saturday night at Klein- 
hans Music Hall, possibilities in­
cluding A1 Hirt, Louis Arm­
strong, Peter, Paul and Mary, and 
the Kingston Trio are also being 
discussed. On Sunday, to com­
plete the weekend, a picnic at 
the Knox Grove is planned.
This joint weekend does not in­
clude the traditional parades. 
Each participating school would 
hold its own parade, would choose 
its own Queen, and continue its 
traditional ceremonies.
The main purpose for the Com­
bined M.U.D. Weekend is to 
make available better entertain­
ment, provide better publicity, 
and to publicly place more em­
phasis and give more attention 
to the smaller colleges of Buffalo.
Mothers' Club Plans 
Gateway to Glamour
Women -will always be women, 
and in the spring their fancy 
turns to fashion. The Daemen 
Mothers’ Club, in recognition of 
the spirit of the season, will 
sponsor “Gateway to Glamour,” 
its annual luncheon and fashion 
show, to be held Saturday, May 
8, at 12:30 o’clock on the Rosary 
Hill Campus.
Following luncheon in the din­
ing room of Duns Scotus Hall, 
finery by Slotkins will be mod­
eled with commentary by Mrs. 
John W. Cryer, Jr.
Mothers and their friends are 
cordially invited to attend this 
delightful afternoon affair for a 
nominal $2.75.
(Cont’d from P. 1)
Anne Cerullo; and treasurer, Di­
anne Thurston.
Prospective s e n i o r s  selected 
Joan Bakeman to lead them in 
their final year at Rosary Hill. 
Other Senior Class officers will 
be, senators, Susan Cole and Kath­
leen Lannon; Vice-president, Bar­
bara Connors; secretary, Danno 
Kelly; and treausrer, Carol Bart- 
kowski.
Balloting for S.A. and class of­
fices having been completed on 
April 6, S.A. appointments were 
made at an April 27th Senate 
meeting. At this meeting of the 
retiring co-ordinators, and the 
newly-elected Students Associa­
tion officers and senators, selec; 
tion of the four co-ordinators to 
lead in the specific areas of so­
cial, political, cultural and reli­
gious were made.
Barbara Cullen was selected so­
cial co-ordinator. Miss Cullen in- 
sited that in Inter-Collegiate ac­
tivities and specific problems of 
day and dorm students improve­
ment must be made. So as to be­
come more knowledgeable of the 
drom problems, the Senate rec­
ommended to Miss Cullen that a 
dorm student be appointed to 
assist her in future planning and 
programming.
Senior history major, Joan Del 
Prince, will assume the political 
co-ordinator’s reins in the ’65-’66 
year. Miss Del Prince intends to 
stimulate the campus by inviting 
municipal contestants for office 
to speak at R.H.C. previous to the 
forthcoming November elections.
Marlene Faber foresees two art 
weeks to be conducted in the up­
coming academic year. One Pro-
Seniors Display A rt To 
F u lfill Requirements
The Faculty and Senior Stu­
dents of the Art Concentration 
are presenting the Annual Se­
nior Art Exhibition which start­
ed May 2nd and c o n t i n u e s  
through May 15, 7:00-10:00 p.m. 
in the exhibition gallery of Duns 
Scotus Hall. The Senior Exhibi­
tion consists of works submitted 
in partial fulfillment of the re­
quirements for the Bachelor of 
Science degree in art. Presented 
will be water colors, oils, etch­
ings, ceramics, wood-cuts, sculp­
ture, and metal crafts. The artists 
include: Joyce Bickus, Patricia 
Filipiak, Dorothy Giangreco, Mary 
Ann Hawrylczak, Emmy Lou 
Healy, Mary Ellen Hutka, Agnes 
Pitzl, Irene Schroder, Mary Alice 
Shimshack, Sister M. Serphica 
Stitch, O.S.F., Suzanne Stillman, 
Pamela Solly, Mary Ann Vella, 
and Sister M. Josephine Vitelli, 
O.S.F. Those interested in pur­
chasing art works or who have 
any questions are asked to con­
tact the artists personally. The 
head co-ordinator of the Senior 
Art Exhibition is Professor Kuo.
$5.00 REW ARD  
For missing Remington Rand 
p o r t a b l e  typewriter, light- 
brown leather case, gray type­
writer. Anyone having informa­
tion, please report it to Sister 
M. Paula's office.
cont'd
gram, “Arts in Perspective,” will 
encompass art works from anti- 
wuiry to forecasting the future 
trends.
The religious activities will be 
co-ordinated by Marilyn Klubok. 
The new religious co-ordinator 
stated that she will continue to 
be sensitive to R.H.’s religious 
tenor and to adapt her program­
ming so as to complement this 
tenor.
In accord with the referendum 
of April 6 to seat the co-ordinator 
on the A c t i v i t i e s  Directions 
Board, these novice co-ordinators 
will sit on the board and no 
longer be a regular member of 
the Student-Senate.
Miss Lucy H o l m e s ,  elections 
committee chairman commented 
to the Ascent that the election 




ation Committee, under the chair­
manship of Janet Kapela, pre­
sented its recommendations to 
the student body for vote on 
March 22. As a result, the stu­
dent body has determined that 
the student government shall con­
sist of a Senate and an Activities 
Board. Members of the Senate 
are: The president, vice-presi­
dent, recording secretary, corres­
ponding secretary and treasurer 
of the Student Association, the 
four class presidents; two Sen­
ators elected by each class, the 
NSA Co-Ordinator, the NFCCS 
Senior Delegate, and the Resident 
Council Representative. All are 
voting members. The Resident 
Council President is an ex officio 
member in an advisory capacity.
The Activities Board shall con­
sist of the Social, Political, Cul­
tural and Religious Co-Ordinators, 
the Joint Committee Chairman, 
the NSA junior delegate and the 
NFCCS junior delegate. The Vice- 
President of the Student Associ­
ation is the Chairman of the 
Board.
This structure was endorsed by 
the Senate of 1964-65.
Selection To Be Made
For over the past four years 
the Alma Mater has been one big 
question. The new Alma Mater’s 
words and music were written 
during the last two or three 
years. Under the direction of a 
class committee of 1964, the new 
Alma Mater was presented to the 
Student Body in an assembly last 
year. Suggestions were taken for 
changes and the final copy has 
been accepted by a segment of 
the students. The new Alma 
Mater was presented at Con­
vocation, April 29th. There will 
be a final vote in approximately 
two weeks and if accepted this 
new Alma Mater will be the offi­
cial one; the old Alma Mater will 
become a school song.
ALM A M ATER
Rosary Hill, O symbol of Fran­
ciscan way,
Doing truth in charity, our 
motto every day,
We dedicate to Mary, our blessed 
queen
All our prayers of joys and 
tears,
Friendships made throughout 
the years
Alma Mater may you guide us; 
your ideals with us abide. 
‘Neath our banner of ivory and 
blue, pledge we loyalty 
For the w i s d o m  you have 
shown, we offer thanks to thee, 
No matter where we wander, 
where our paths may go,
Ever we’ll remember, where we 
learned to know.
Recalling days of joys and tears, 
Friendships made throughout 
the years,
Alma Mater may you guide us, 
and ideals with us abide.
FREE STORAGE
Why go through the bother and expense of dragging your winter 
clothes home and back again ? You can have all your clothes cleaned 
and stored for the price of cleaning alone!
BIG FOUR will pick up your clothes at your dorm, clean and store 
them in our vault, and deliver them when you want them in the fall.
BIG FOUR CLEANERS
2484 Elmwood Avenue TR 5-5360
WGR RADIO —  TALK OF THE TOWN —  550 ON YOUR DIAL
PAT'S WISHES YOU SUMMERTIME FUN!
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The Church Renewal:
W hat Does It Mean to You?
Buffalo Conference On 
Poverty States Need For 
Awareness and ActionNoel K. Kupras, Junior
Oh, indeetj, I have a lot to say 
about the re-coming to life of the 
Church; and, I say what I must 
say with the excited hope of one 
witnessing a struggle. Change and 
growth are simultaneous with 
life. And, contrary to that skep­
tical argument raised that this 
long-desired change is attacking 
our very identity, I say, it is the 
very element that is reestablish­
ing the identity of the Church 
as the body of Christ. To regulate 
and structuralize is to create a 
machine lifeless, but functional 
and e x t r e m e l y  impersonal. 
Christ’s spirit is LOVE, peronal 
and pervading, and any actions 
or expression that reemphasizes 
this message and works its as- 
simulation into the whole of life 
is welcomed enthusiastically.
I laud the change and growth 
for they are indicative of this 
life, this spirit. It is exactly this 
burst through of the life-spirit, 
this struggle to come alive that’s 
so exciting, contagiously so, es­
pecially when a form of expres­
sion is so flexible that this love- 
spirit is so readily experienced 
and shared. I have witnessed the 
oneness that is created as a real 
atmosphere with the breaking 
of the bread. I have also wit­
nessed, in some places, simply 
an exchange of ritual, a different 
form substituted for another. In 
these cases the changes are ster­
ile, for instead of re-instating the 
spirit of love that should pervade 
our social gatherings of worship 
the emphasis remains with the 
“ impersonal and private” atmos­
phere. And this is the point that 
has to redefine itself, so that our 
worship be recognized as the so­
cial affair of a family that it was 
instituted as.
It is in the changes that the 
redefining occurs, the Identity 
is there, is the same. It is the ex­
pression that is new and changed 
as it has to be, in order to insure 
the life of our worship.
Brigid Gough, sophomore
Withe changing of the liturgy, 
the Mass has become much less a 
ritual and more an understand­
ing of my relationship with Christ 
through this Sacrifice. Certain 
portions read in English point
By SANDRA TU CCI
Friday, April 2, Rosary Hill 
had the opportunity to hear two 
representatives of the United 
States Peace Corps, Miss Peggy 
McNally, a former Rosary Hill 
graduate, and Mr. Timothy Burr. 
I had the privilege of interview­
ing Mr. Burr, a Hiram Col­
lege B.A. graduate who hails from 
Fairfield, Connecticut. W h i l e  
stationed in Ubula-Uku, Nigeria, 
Mr. Burr taught in the Secondary 
School of English Language and 
Literature and French Language. 
As a Peace Corps Volunteer, he 
also coached various athletic ac­
tivities and directed a produc­
tion of Shakespeare’s Macbeth. 
During 1962 through 1964, Mr. 
Burr was instrumental in obtain­
ing some 7,000 books for the 
school library. Since returning 
from the Peace Corps he has been 
recruiting for it and was busy 
establishing the Returned Peace 
Corps Volunteer Conference held 
March 5-7. He is now employed 
in Washington by the P e a c e  
Corps Division of Selection.
How did you get interested in 
Peace Corps and why did you de­
cide to join?
“ I got interested in it in col­
lege. I was a trained teacher and 
I thought it could be something
up the teaching of the Church 
on a particular subject. Because 
the priest faces the people and 
makes such liberal use of Eng­
lish, he seems to be talking direct­
ly to me, to be closer to me, thus 
bringing the entire service nearer 
to me. I truly feel a participant 
by the singing, the prayers, and 
the responses, especially imme­
diately before the distribution of 
Communion. The singing seems 
to raise my whole spirit to a 
sense of belonging with other 
Catholics and Christians.
The only dissatisfaction on my 
part stems from the distraction 
p r o v i d e d  by the Communion 
hymn. At this particular time, I 
like to be alone with my thoughts 
and my God, and no matter what 
changes are initiated to piake 
the Mass more open to participa­
tion, the reception of the body of 
Christ is the greatest and the 
fullest participation. Aside from 
this criticism, I am very much 
satisfied with the new liturgy of
the renewing Church.
Gail McHugh, senior
“That they all may be one, as
thou Father in me and I in Thee, 
That They all may be one in us.”
That is the spirit of Church 
Renewal from the top right on 
down. At the broadest levels, of 
course, it means the “ theory” of 
the Mystical Body acted out. 
Dialogue is key. The Council 
opened out ultimately to invite a 
Catholic-Atheist encounter. We, 
too, can learn; we of the infalli­
ble Church.
And the spirit is catching. The 
“Pacem In Terris” conference in 
New York hopefully hails the re- 
porduction of open, Council-like* 
peace movements.
Being of liberal vein, I stand 
pro-newness, almost for its own 
sake. That is, I believe novelty 
rejuvenates. I feel rejuvenated! 
We are a royal priesthood and a 
holy people; we know that by our 
dialouge with the “high Priest­
hood.”
Not only, then, are the faith­
ful renewing their efforts, but 
the spirit thematically “brings 
you in” by his homily and by our 
personal prayer, the prayer of 
the people. The goal of Com­
munion gains in the conscious-
that could be of use. I had, of 
c o u r s e ,  heard a lot about it — 
through reading. The Dean oif 
Men was very interested in Peace 
Corps and had applications sent 
to the Seniors. As far as I know,
I was the only one that sent it 
in.”
How, in your own words, would 
you define the Peace Corps?
“The Peace Corps is basically 
for giving technical and educa­
tional aid on a person to person 
level . . . with our main aim in 
life being to work yourself out 
of a job.”
This last statement amazed me 
and I asked him to clarify it. 
He replied that the main purpose 
is to train people to replace them 
in carrying on community devel­
opment and the education of their 
people.
What countries have you vis­
ited? Are you free to choose 
where you would like to go?
“Well, I spent one holiday peri­
od in Nigeria, and another one I 
flew to Morocco and Spent a cou­
ple weeks there. Then I came 
down by boat all the way down 
the coast of West Africa and saw 
most of the capitol cities there. 
On my Way home, I spent a cou­
ple of weeks in England. Yes, 
we are free to choose.”
ness of all men and “Thy king 
dom come . . .  on earth as it is in 
heaven” practically registers gain.
Gabrielle Naradowski, sophomore
The Mass of the new liturgy is 
geared more to the minds of the 
people of the 20th Century, who 
through it, are b e t t e r  able to 
unite thmselves with Christ. This 
union is not only spiritual, but 
intellectual as well. The altar 
facing the people, the use of ver­
nacular, lay participation and 
congregational singing all aid in 
the better understanding of the 
Mass. As part of the laity, I am 
no longer only a witness to the 
sacrifice of the Mass, but now,
I am able to understand, in my 
own language, parts of the Mass 
recited by the p r i e s t  and see 
clearly what he is doing. Since 
the language barrier has been 
broken down, scriptural readings, 
once heard only at the Epistle 
and Gospel, occur frequently in 
order to correlate the Old ând 
New Testaments with the sacri­
fice on the altar before us. The 
Bible, which was often neglected 
in Roman Catholic observances, 
has now taken on a greater im­
portance in the lives of present- 
day Catholics. I am happy that 
I have been able to witness the 
renewal in the Church, because 
the new liturgy has enabled mè, 
a member of the 20th Century, to 
participate in the Mass in terms 
of the 20th Century, and not in 
terms of a society or period com­
pletely alien to me.
Judith M. Meyers, senior
Participation is the word often 
used to describe the Church re­
newal. For myself, there is no 
better word to describe this 
movement. It is not that the fer­
vor of the people has necessarily, 
been uplifted, nor that the es­
sence of the Mass had at all 
changed. It is in the active parti­
cipation of the new community 
that the difference lies. The Mass 
assumes added meaning as the 
dialogue becomes a reality, the 
words of the congregation are 
spoken, its symbolic role is 
played and the feeling of joining 
in a true communal offering is 
interiorized. This interiorization 
of external participation is the 
joyous effect and meaning of the 
Church Renewal for me.
Can you relate to us some ex­
citing experience that stands out 
in your mind?
“The thing that gave me a feel­
ing of accomplishment, if you 
will, most, was when I started 
teaching French on a Nigerian 
campus and the first time that I 
walked across campus all the boys 
started to greet me with “bon jour 
M., bonjour M." This was my big­
gest feeling of accomplishment.”
How many members does the 
Peace Corps now have?
“There are around 9,000 over­
seas and between 4 and 5,000 
that have returned.” .
Could you explain the read­
justment period after coming out 
of Peace Corps?
Readjustment when you come 
out . . . it’s the same sort of ad­
justment problem that one has 
whep one goes to another coun­
try . . . the fact that you are 
going into a foreign country and 
you have to get used to it.”
What are the opportunities of­
fered in joining the Peace Corps, 
and what qualifications are neces­
sary?
“We can use people doing al­
most anything. We have an air- 
conditioning repairman in Peru 
. . . lots and lots of teachers, peo­
ple in technical programs, physi-
By C A TH ER IN E C A R E Y
Perhaps the most important 
statement made at the Poverty 
Conference on April 10 was con­
tained in the film “Superfluous 
People” which said that poverty 
is a moral problem. This is an 
aspect too often avoided in a 
consideration of the problem, and 
if the situation is to be relieved 
it must be understood that every 
man has a responsibility toward 
his fellow human beings. Dr. Hed- 
den of the State University Col­
lege of New York at Buffalo, 
serving as moderator of the pro­
gram significantly called the 
Conference a “marshalling of 
community forces to attack a so­
cial evil — poverty.”
The problem of poverty itself 
was further postulated by the 
keynote speaker, Edgar May, who 
won the Pulitzer Prize in 1961 
for a series of articles in the 
Buffalo Evening News based on 
his experiences as a caseworker 
in the Erie County Welfare De­
partment. Mr. May’s emphasis 
was on the changes in the posi­
tion of poverty and its victims 
since the “War on Poverty” began 
6 months ago. He stressed five 
major changes and the fact that 
they have provided tremendous 
impetus in the fight; an aware­
ness of the evil of poverty, new 
institutions addressed to that 
evil, the influence of religion, a 
new and vigorous attitude on col­
lege campuses, and the beginning 
of a “service” to the poor on the 
part of all, not just the profes­
sional welfare workers. This last 
point was stressed particularly as 
the most crucial aspect now, and 
Mr. May as Assistant Director of 
VISTA, Volunteers in Service to 
America or the Domestic Peace 
Corps, is especially interested and 
informed regarding this area. He 
also stressed that the gift of a
March 29-31, the Med Tech Stu­
dents at Mercy Hospital attended 
a convention at the University of 
Minnesota concerned with “ Auto­
immune” Disease. As many know, 
the girls raised $1200.00 to make 
this trip possible. Such projects 
as a bake sale, a show, a few raf­
fles — all were launched so their 
goal could be realized. They wish 
to thank all of the students who 
supported their many efforts and 
helped to make their “dream” a 
reality.
Arriving at the convention, the 
students found that they were the 
only undergraduates present. The 
others in attendance, from all 
parts of the U. S., were M.D.’s, 
Ph.D.’s, M.S.’s and a few only 
had college degrees. Naturally, 
then, the impression they made 
and the reputation that R.H.C. 
and Mercy now have is fantastic. 
No one could believe that stu­
dents w o u l d  have so much in­
terest that they would work for a 
month to earn money and then
Wednesday, May 12, at 8:30, in 
Kleinhans Music Hall will be the 
setting for the annual Glee Club 
Concert. The Mary Seton Room 
of the Music Hall will house the 
annual Glee Club Concert. The 
Mary Seton Room of the Music 
Hall will house the finely trained 
and talented voices of members 
of Rosary Hill’s Glee Club. Under 
the direction of Father Michael 
Palotai, the singers will perform 
a variety of selections, including 
the Contemporary Mass for 
Women’s Voices and Percussion.
check is not enough and must 
be augmented by selfless work 
and personal action on the part 
of the individual.
But the most relevant aspects 
of the Conference in our concern 
were the comments and informa­
tion given in regard to poverty 
on the Niagara Frontier. Al­
though we have all seen blighted 
housing an d  underprivileged 
children, it is unlikely that most 
of us really comprehend the prob­
lem in full. In our area popula­
tion for example, 13 per cent of 
the people are poor — as classi­
fied by an income of $3000 Or 
less per annum, 7 per cent live 
in overcrowded housing, 14 per 
cent in poor housing and 33 per 
cent have fewer than 9 years of 
formal schooling. In the Panel 
Discussion presented at the Con­
ference, Mr. Nichols of the Urban 
League stated that the poor “have 
a reserved seat and see a show 
that we don’t see,” but we must 
recognize this fact and strive to 
become aware of that scene and 
to fight it out of existence.
Due to a lack of time at the 
conclusion of the Panel Discus­
sion, only one question was per­
mitted from the floor and very 
significantly that question was 
how students in the Buffalo area 
could help in the local “War on 
Poverty.” Concrete actions sug­
gested were to take an active 
part in the neighborhood centers 
provided in poor areas, to try 
and work during the summer in 
your concentration field in con­
nection with a poverty program, 
to consider the position of a 
VISTA volunteer, and to help in 
various community organizations 
where help is eagerly invited—eg. 
the Urban League. As the Panel 
stated — we must attack the 
forces holding down these poor 
in order to raise them, and like 
Uncle Sam: “We need you!”
travel half-way across the coun­
try to attend this convention. As 
a result, most of the girls were 
offered jobs as research assist­
ants by many of the key speakers 
at the convention.
Yesterday morning, May 6th, 
at 9:30 the girls came to Rosary 
Hill to share the knowledge they 
obtained at the conferences with 
the rest of the student body.
When asked what they felt 
they gained from the convention, 
many summed up their feelings 
as such. “Over the year at Mercy, 
we learned quite a bit about 
disease, but, in a classroom situa­
tion, we learned the black and 
white of medicine — these are 
the symptoms — this is the dis­
ease. Rarely, however, does this 
cut and dry situation exist. Auto­
immunity is a highly controver­
sial topic where there is no black 
and white —only gray. For the 
first time, we were exposed to all 
of this gray and, we were en­
couraged to investigate it.”
The polphonic chorus com­
posed exclusively of music ma­
jors will sing a spring cantata 
by Perfichet. Highlighting the 
event will be the appearance of 
guest artist Ronald Richards, 
noted oboist. Among featured 
solists are the Misses Judith 
Wnek, Maria Czarnik, and Linda 
Brocia.
Admission is $1.50 for adults 
and 75c for children. Students of 
Rosary Hill will be admitted 
without charge.
P e rso n a l In terv iew :
Peace Corps Worker Relates Experiences
Glee Club Concert Scheduled
Convention Contributes To 
R.H. Med Techs' Education
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the Council of Trent and prob­
able more important, and I agree.
It was from this Chapel that 
the Rev. James Bevel, Alabama 
Project Director, gave the most 
to-the-point pacifist talk I’ve ever 
heard: “A man asked me today 
what I do when someone hits 
me. I said that I let him hit me 
and that if he hits me again I 
let him hit me again and if he 
hits me hard enough I fall down. 
The purpose of non-violence is 
to offer your body as a sacrifice 
and to absorb hate. There’s a 
lot of hate in the white com­
munity downtown. I heard that 
the sale of firearms in Selma 
has gone up, so there’s a lot of 
people hating there and they’ve 
got to release that hate. And if 
they release it on you, you must 
let them. If they release it on 
you they’ll get it out and maybe 
it’ll save someone else from get­
ting beaten. There will be beat­
ings before this march is over 
and some of us may even be 
killed, but we’ve got to love; 
we’ve got to absorb that hate so 
that we dry it up—so that there’s 
finally none left.”
The afternoon of the next day, 
after we had successfully demon­
strated in front of City Hall, a 
group of three hundred of us, 
mostly white, attempted to dem­
onstrate again in the white neigh­
borhood. An ordinance in Selma 
forbids demonstrations in the 
white community, and we were 
going to walk peacefully to Mayor 
Smitherman’s home to protest 
this ordinance and also to act as 
a non-violent witness to our fel­
low whites in Selma. We left 
Brown’s Chapel in private cars 
at different time intervals and 
were dropped off several blocks 
from the Mayor’s house. Groups 
of from four to six began walk­
ing down various blocks, hoping 
to converge at the Mayor’s home. 
We were arrested before any of 
us got there. The police held 
the three hundred of us in the 
courtyard alongside the City 
Hall for about three hours and 
then moved us into the Negro 
Community Center right behind 
City Hall. I suppose it was the 
only place near enough that could 
hold our number, but I was 
amused by the fact that, even
while under arrest, we had inte­
grated what should have been 
another public facility.
Around five o’clock, Wilson 
Baker, the city’s Commissioner 
of Public Safety, told us that we 
were not really under arrest but 
had been put under protective 
custody. He then stated that we 
were free to go. This, of course, 
was not what we had been told 
as we were being shoved into po­
lice cars a few hours before.We 
had been told that we were all 
under arrest for parading with­
out a permit. We decided to 
stay all night to call attention 
again to the injustice of a law- 
enforcement system that insists 
on taking people into custody 
for merely exercising their con­
stitutional rights. I believe that 
Baker thought he was doing the 
right thing but putting us all 
under ‘‘protective custody” but 
the fallacy in his reasoning is 
that putting us all under “pro­
tective custody” was not going 
to make the white people of 
Selma less violent; it gave them 
time to seethe.
When we left Brown’s Chapel 
we had taken the consequences 
into consideration; s o m e o n e  
might have been killed, but that 
was a chance we took when we 
left our homes and came to 
Selma. The reason for going to 
the white community was simple: 
we had to; they were certainly 
not going to come to us. The 
white community had shut its 
doors to look at the unreal world 
of a TV tube and see all those 
“niggers” and “ nigger-lovers” 
parading. We were willing to 
chance a physical confrontation 
but the hope was aborted by 
massive arrests.
The night spent in cusotdy 
was joyous. It was a blend of 
ecumenical conference and hoote­
nanny. At one point two Roman 
Catholic priests read from the 
Acts 16, 35 a story that was un­
cannily appropriate: "But when 
day came ,the magistrate sent the 
lectors with the instructions, Let 
these men go. And the jailer re­
ported these words to Paul: The 
magistrates have sent word that 
you are to be released; now there­
fore, come forth and go in 
peace." But Paul said to them, 
They have eaten us publicly and
without trial, although we are 
Romans, and have cast us into 
prison; and now are they going 
to put us out secretly? By no 
means, but let them come them­
selves and take us out. The lec­
tors reported these words to the 
magistrates, and on hearing that 
they were Romans they were 
alarmed and came and appealed 
to them; and taking them out 
besought them to leave the city." 
In our case the magistrates never 
came to appeal to us. We let our­
selves out next morning and 
walked peacefully and unprotect­
ed through the white section of 
town and to Brown Chapel.
The next few days are history. 
Thousands started the March on 
Sunday, March 21, and it was 
a triumphant throng that walked 
singing and clapping through 
downtown Selma. Martin Luther 
King halted the March at the 
point where it had been routed 
a few weeks bfore at the end of 
the Edmund Pettus Bridge, and a 
short prayer service was held. 
Then the long line unwound 
toward Montgomery and one felt 
the spirit of this people and 
began to realize what it means 
to be responsible for history. 
Sean and I walked three days out 
of the five.
All along the way we had been 
greeted by clusters of somber 
whites, who every so often broke 
out in invective and groups of 
Negroes who waved and shouted 
and sang along with us. Now, 
marching into Montgomery, the 
two positions were intensified. 
The white people withdrew into 
their homes in the residential 
area and the Negroes came out in 
more jubilant clusters. In the city 
itself, more white people lined 
the streets than in the residential 
areas but most of them stared 
out of windows and in one build­
ing, in the commercial district, 
a Confederate flag hung limply 
from a window sill.
When the March was over, 
Sean and I were lucky enough 
to catch an open truck heading 
back to Selma. Crammed into 
the truck and high on the ex­
citement of the day, we sang 
freedom songs and waved at the 
spots of sympathetic and unsym­
pathetic people. we saw as we 
sped back to Selma. Only as we
entered Lowndes County did a 
hush fall on the group. I was 
crunched down on the floor with 
a small Negro boy who hid his 
head under his coat, and I 
thought how easy it would be to 
pick any of us off as we rode. 
Just four hours later, Mrs. Viola 
that same stretch of highway.
One lady, Annie Vickers’ who’s 
about 70 years old, and her 
friend the Deacon, who’s about 
the same age, treated Sean and 
me to a full-course Southern meal 
and then asked us if we wanted 
more. I remember Mrs. Vickers 
chuckling as she said, “Ohhhh, 
you are rocking the boat. Aren’t 
they, Deacon? Now aren’t they 
rocking the boat?” I remember 
feeling shamed by her shining 
eyes, because Sean and I and the 
other white folk who answered 
the Macedonian call, as it’s put, 
were not the boat-rockers. We 
were just trying to steady that 
boat in the wake of our white 
brother’s response to the Negro 
in the South; we were trying to 
save our own white skin as much 
as anything.
The real boat-rockers in Selma 
were and are the children. It was 
the children who started the 
school boycott six months ago and 
were carted off by bus to Camp 
Selma, where they stayed days 
and sometimes weeks in wet 
cells. It was the children who 
were taken on the now notorious 
forced march by Selma’s law en­
forcement officials, the children 
who were also beaten and gassed 
at the Edmund Pettus Bridge. 
These were the children who, as 
one old lady told me, sang and 
clapped their hands as they were 
being bused to Camp Selma; 
these were the children who 
sprouted like flowers within our 
arms, and who always had free­
dom songs on their tongues. 
These are the young people wise 
beyond schooling because they 
are schooled through experience; 
who have a political sensitivity 
that is sophisticated and ger­
mane beyond their years.
Sean and I left after attending 
the Highway 80 funeral service 
for Mrs. Viola Liuzzo. In our 
ears there was a singing not our 
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Trio in our Tropical Lounge 
Every Wed. & Thurs.
F o r P ro sp e ctiv e  M em bers
Domestic Peace Corps
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Through­
out the country college students 
are beginning to answer the call 
to service at home in the nation­
wide war against poverty. About 
one-third of the applications ar­
riving at VISTA — Volunteers In 
Service To America — are from 
recent college graduates, reports 
Glenn Ferguson, director of the 
anti-poverty program often de­
scribed as the domestic Peace 
Corps.
In addition to the number of 
college graduates applying, about 
30 percent of the prospective 
Volunteers have had some college 
education. Some of these are stu­
dents who want a year of practical 
experience before they complete 
college education. Others indicate 
that a year of living and working 
in poverty areas will help them 
learn about possible future ca­
reers in teaching, medicine, social 
work or related fields.
The response of college stu­
dents indicates that many have 
the desire to contribute person­
ally to help bring about equal 
opportunity for the disadvan­
taged. Those who apply are wil­
ling to give a year of their talents 
and energies to help the impover­
ished help themselves. For moti­
vated and committed college stu­
dents VISTA offers an avenue of 
action, an opportunity to do some­
thing meaningful for less-fortu­
nate fellow Americans.
More than 7,000 Americans
have already applied to be VISTA 
Volunteers and the flow of appli­
cations, about equally divided 
from men and women, increases 
daily. Any person over 18 is eli­
gible to become a VISTA Volun­
teer.
Married couples are eligible for 
VISTA if both husband and wife 
apply together and have no de­
pendents under 18. A survey of 
current application^ show that 
about 15% are from married 
couples while about 85% of the 
prospective Volunteers are single.
VISTA expects to place 5,000 
Volunteers in poverty areas 
throughout the United States and 
its Territories during 1965. More 
than 3,000 Volunteers have al­
ready been requested by local 
groups and communities to assist 
in anti-poverty projects.
Specific requests have been re­
ceived for Volunters to work as 
family counsellors, tutors, child 
day-care aides, pre-school teach­
ers, guidance and vocational 
counsellors, home economists.
Volunteers are also needed to 
work with non-English speaking 
Americans, youth groups, the 
elderly, physically or mentally 
handicapped persons, and in com­
munity development projects.
VISTA Volunteers will serve for 
a year in rural areas, urban slums, 
Indian r e s e r v a t i o n s ,  migrant 
workers communities, hospitals, 
schools, and institutions for the 
mentally ill or mentally retarded.
Peace Corps—cont'd
cal education, business, engineer­
ing . . . just about anything that 
people do we can use. You don’t 
have to be a college graduate, 
the only qualifications are that 
you be over 18, not have any de­
pendents under 18, be an Ameri­
can citizen, and if you are mar­
ried, both you and your husband 
can qualify.”
Do you have any advice for 
those who may be interested in 
joining Peace Corps?
“Well, only that if they feel 
that they would like to be of use 
and don’t see too many opportuni­
ties in this country, to be of use 
the way want to be, there are un­
doubtedly opportunities in the 
Peace Corps . . .”
Mr. Burr paused a moment and 
then pointed to a picture of a 
sad, tattered little child behind 
me, “Like this little fellow,” he 
said.
Orientation Planned
Plans are now in the making 
for the 1965 Freshman Orienta­
tion Program. Miss Mary Del- 
Prince has been named Chairman 
and Miss Sandra Tucci, Co-Chair­
man. A tentative schedule has 
been set up for the benefit of 
365 new Rosary Hill students ex­
pected in September. Chairmen 
for the various committees have 
been appointed. They are Miss 
Josephine Seggio, Tours; Miss 
Jennie Deperro, Hostesses; Miss 
Joann Buchholtz, Correspondence; 
Miss Susan Conners, Picnic-Mixer; 
Miss Shirley Lord, Dinner; Miss 
Sue Schmitt, Dinking; Miss Marge 
Rackl, Fashion Show; Miss Sandra 
Kozlowski, Hootenanny. Miss Jo­
ann Buchholtz has been appointed 
Acting Secretary.
Resident Orientation plans are 
also underway. Miss Kate Poland 
is Chairman and Miss Ann Lau- 
fersweiler is Co-Chairman. Com­
mittee Chairmen for Resident 
Orientation are Miss Patricia 
Lane, Tea and Hostessing; Miss 
Christine McCambridge, Sunday 
Night Entertainment; Miss Pat­
ricia Simons, Lounge Parties; 
Miss Mary Keller, Big-Little 
Sister; Miss Rose Zobel, Barbe­
cue; Miss Ronnie Rafalik, Picnic- 
Mixer; Miss Sue Canavan, Mon­
day Nightt Dinner; Miss Patricia 
Cegles, Resident Mixer.
Explained
They receive a monthly living 
allowance covering food, clothing, 
housing, transportation and medi­
cal care. Upon completion of serv­
ice they also receive a stipend of 
$50 for each month of satisfac­
tory service including the train­
ing period.
Volunteers are currently train­
ing in North Carolina and Florida 
and the first continent will report 
to assigned projects about mid- 
February. They will move to their 
assignment upon completion of a 
four to six week training period 
which includes supervised field 
experience in poverty environ­
ments.
Training, conducted by local, 
private and public organizations, 
including selected colleges and 
universities, involves field work, 
discussion of the nature and 
causes of poverty in the United 
States, area and language study, 
health eduction, and the develop­
ment of recreational skillls. Train­
ing is oriented towards the needs 
of the job and the location to 
which the Volunteer will be as­
signed.
Students who will be available 
for service at the end of the 
school year may apply now. Ap­
plications or further information 
may be obtained by writing 
VISTA, Office of Economic Op­
portunity, W a s h i n g t o n ,  D. C. 
20506.
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